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Re-Wholing the Feminine Psyche: a Revival of Self and Earth 

Written by Natalie Shapiro 

 

We have come to a time that is unlike any other on this planet. The current era of 

evolution, coined the Anthropocene by Paul Crutzen (Tucker and Swimme 2016), is 

carrying us into the sixth great extinction as we watch vast amounts of our more-than-

human family offer their final farewells to the earth. A deteriorating atmosphere and 

rising temperatures are scientifically linked to unprecedented natural disasters and 

environmental concerns across the globe (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

2018). Such disasters are increasing the number of environmental refugees, and are 

producing extreme challenges to the right of a humane life and the political stability of 

our human kin. In addition, abuse and overuse of the soil, waters, plants, and animals of 

this planet continue. And yet the question remains: where will we go from here? 

While there are countless praiseworthy opportunities for direct environmental 

action, without also re-wholing human consciousness and values, trends generating such 

destruction will continue to further deepen already well-worn grooves. Reviving intimate 

relationship with human wholeness, and thus the many voices and facets living within the 

psyche, holds a key role in expanding the fragmented scope of consciousness and values 

much of modern society perceives and lives life from. What might happen if we were to 

remember that which lives beyond the isolated fragments systematically placed upon our 

psyches? How might such wholeness revive a system of consciousness and values that 

land humans back in sacred connection to self and earth? As James Hillman notes, “the 

cut between [the deepest] self and natural world is arbitrary” (xix), and by discovering 

one’s deepest self, the perception of what self truly is may mature beyond the skin.  
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Calling on the lens of visionary Bill Plotkin, along with Jungian and mythic 

inspiration, I will explore eco-psychological facets of wholeness specific to the feminine 

psyche, and the ways in which each facet holds a vital piece to the revival of an all-life 

enhancing human presence. Such wholeness carries forth the integral leadership, personal 

insight, universal wisdom, and soul-centric contributions so deeply needed at this time. 

And yet, if wholeness is not developmentally ushered forth, consciousness will remain 

restricted within “the wounded and sometimes hidden fragments of [the] human psyche” 

(Plotkin 14). Such fragments further perpetuate severance from self and world, and are 

the very conditions that allow for the persistence of predatory human behavior upon the 

planet. Reviving feminine wholeness, and the many voices within, is that which makes 

possible a remembering of the ecological web the human psyche is inextricably sewn 

into, and is perhaps the very thing the soul of the earth cries for.  

 

Healing and Wholing 

In Spiritual Ecology: the Cry of the Earth, Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee states, “Only 

from a place of sacred wholeness and reverence can we begin the work of healing, of 

bringing the world back into balance” (vi).  Vaughan-Lee exemplifies that in order to 

heal the world, wholeness is first required. However, within the gates of western 

psychology and human development – and thus western consciousness, responses to the 

dilemmas of the human psyche are often orientated towards diagnosis and pathological 

treatment. Systematically soothing fragments of the psyche, or isolating single 

components of one’s lived experience, propagates severance from the wildly generative 

wholeness available. While there may be a necessary time and place for such a process, 

this severance permeates beyond the doors of psychology and into the pan-western mind, 
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neglecting cultural development of the imaginative capacities needed for one’s life-

enhancing and meaningful participation in the world (Plotkin 235).  

While modern cultural consciousness has majoritively overlooked the necessity of 

such cultivation, Bill Plotkin summons forth the vital need to reshape conventional 

Western psychology (and human consciousness) towards one that is:  

(…) at once both an ecopsychology and a depth psychology, one that emboldens 

us to serve the greater Earth community and enhance the life of all species. (…) 

[It] does not attempt to decrease our anxiety, outrage, fear, grief, or despair (…); 

rather it helps us to more fully experience these feelings so that we can revitalize 

ourselves emotionally and, in doing so, enable our greatest contributions to a 

global renaissance. (Plotkin 8) 

Plotkin notes how even outrage and grief carry significant elements ushering forth one’s 

“greatest contributions” towards the opening of human consciousness.  Offering the 

possibility that the answer lies not in decreasing facets of human experience, but rather 

more fully embracing the fullness of human experience. Both Vaughan-Lee and Plotkin 

petition for sacred wholeness so that human consciousness may be revived, and in effect, 

the earth as well.   Nevertheless, as both unmistakably indicate, it is only from wholeness 

that healing self and earth can begin. 

As previously noted, the following will investigate the feminine psyche, exploring 

her (to use one of many pronouns) re-wholing as a component in the transformation of 

human consciousness. I call on the particularities of the feminine, for in western culture 

and throughout the world, women have been predominantly revoked of wholeness and 

wildness, just as the earth has been plucked from its own. As Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estés 

notes, “Wildlife and Wild Woman are both endangered species. (…) The spiritual lands 
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of Wild Woman have, throughout history, been plundered or burnt, dens bulldozed, and 

natural cycles forced into unnatural rhythms to please others” (Estés 1).  Estés goes on to 

explain how the wildness of animals and women share “related instinctual archetypes,” 

and are held as essentially dangerous to those who see such wildness and wholeness as a 

transgression to the status quo. In other words, the feminine psyche has been 

systematically isolated from its wholeness as a mechanism that not only separates her 

from her own wildness and rhythms, but also severing her kinship to the earth and wild 

life. One cannot help but wonder what depth and wisdom rests within a wholeness that is 

so methodically fragmented, isolated, and plundered.  

 

The Feminine Psyche: Facets of Wholeness 

 The seemingly distinctive and all the while greatly interdependent facets of the 

feminine psyche hold integral roles in ushering forth the wholeness needed to unmake 

fragmented and isolated stories, while reviving self and world.  Let us begin with the eco-

archetypal facet of the Great Mother, a nurturing generative adult rooted to a spirit that 

carries forth “life-enhancing traditions and wisdom [and] contributes to the vitality of our 

human communities” (Plotkin 36). If well developed, she shows up in her own life and 

the life of others as Elder, Healer, Leader, Guide. She knows the difference between 

loving and rescuing, and while deeply compassionate and moral, she carries critical 

discernment. On the other hand, fragmented facets of the Great Mother hold within them 

an intelligence that keep one safe in an environment that deems true wisdom and 

leadership as dangerous – or even plunders and burns as Estés suggests, ones living from 

such instinctual wholeness. To function from fragments and protective strategies, while 

strangling to the whole and wild self, is all too often the safer consciousness to live from. 
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From a fragmented or isolated place, the Great Mother’s inherent service to 

others, while seemingly pure, may stem from co-dependency or an absence of 

boundaries; for when disconnected from her wholeness, she often gives herself. Her 

innate attribute of action, if not rooted in wholeness, holds the prospect of leading to 

highly critical or oppressive behavior toward one’s self, others, or the earth as a whole – a 

fragment too well known at this time. However, from her wholeness the Great Mother is 

wide in her integrity and utterly committed to building the world she wants to see.  She is 

unafraid of wounded voices, and reminds them how they too are loved and have a place. 

From her deepest values, the Great Mother “seeks to restore and enhance the more-than-

human world and to coconceive and cocreate a healthy, mature, life-enhancing culture. 

(…) participating in the evolution of our species and planet,” shares Plotkin (242).  Her 

existence is a revolution.  

As ecology continuously exemplifies the intrinsic union of all nature’s parts, the 

Great Mother thrives not independent or isolated, but in an inseparable dance with the 

guidance and wisdom of other vital facets of wholeness – each carrying unique gifts that 

are only uplifted in union with allied voices.  Another critical facet carried in the belly of 

the feminine psyche is the Wild Indigenous One.  She is rooted as a highly instinctual 

voice and is steeped in intimate relationship with the wildness of herself and that of the 

animate world  (and is but an aspect of the macro “Wild Woman” spoken to previously). 

The embodied knowing of her nativeness to the earth harmonized with her conscious 

inseparability to all networks of life guide her forth (Plotkin 53).  She moves through the 

world by the wisdom of emotional intelligence and deep feeling – from the holiest of 

grief to the ecstasy of pleasure.  All are welcome, all belong, and all are needed.  
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 The Wild Indigenous One too can get lost in a world that fears such belonging 

and emotional authority.  When life’s trials bare their weight, or when the fullness of 

one’s development is not ushered forth, the fragmentation of her wildness may cause 

protective lenses to take over. Such disconnection keeps her safe from the emotional 

intelligence and sense of belonging that would call her forth into a riskier, and all the 

while truly life-enhancing way of being in the world. Yet, from her wholeness comes the 

fire and rich soil of one who knows her emotions are guides deeper into herself and the 

world. From her wholeness she knows her love and passion, and her heartbreak and grief 

are integral to being fully human – just as Plotkin suggests wholeness of the self “does 

not attempt to decrease our anxiety, outrage, fear, grief, or despair” (Plotkin 8).  In other 

words, from her wholeness, she “is not (…) afraid of the suffering of the world” 

(Laundry Communications, Joanna Macy), or of the holy rage and passion she carries 

within. The Wild Indigenous One “feels [herself] to be indigenous, kin to all creatures 

and a native member of the Earth community” (Plotkin 242). She deeply knows and loves 

her home and family, and thus she packs a mighty source of evolutionary consciousness.  

The third force of nature held in the arms of wholeness is the Wise Woman, 

otherwise known as the Innocent, Sage, Trickster, Crone. Her gifts remind one to recall 

the larger Universal story that includes one’s self in the great cosmological unfolding.  

The presence of the Wise Woman lifts the veil, lightens the load, and gives permission 

for experimental foolishness. She “nudges us out of our relatively small, everyday story 

and helps us grasp and celebrate a bigger, transpersonal narrative”(Plotkin 80).  It is this 

very facet of wholeness that lends itself to the human mind and the power of insight and 

wisdom to trust in the emergence of a more gracious world, while even trusting in the 
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wisdom of madness. While this is a time to take seriously, the Wise Woman calls us back 

to the realm of jovial, conscious, present existing.   

And still, just as the other facets of wholeness exemplify, the Wise Woman and 

her archetypal forces can exist in fragmented or isolated states as a result of wounds, 

trauma, or an underdeveloped psyche. For the Wise Woman, due to her quality of 

connecting to the spaces of the upperworld and eternal realms, she can lean towards 

protective strategies that allow for one to evade reality.  The fragmented Wise One will 

often escape through addiction and dependency, or through spiritual bypassing, allowing 

her to remain in “blissful” states as a mechanism to disassociate from what is truly alive 

and present.  But from wholeness, the genius of her experimental foolishness ushers forth 

one’s hopeful and imaginative endeavors into the world. The Wise One’s vast field of 

perception grants her the gift of lifting out of the localized stories and pains, and she 

instead “sees the big picture [and is] mindful of the human story as a component of an 

ever-evolving cosmic unfolding” (Plotkin 242).  She carries with her the conscious 

wisdom and intelligence needed to cool the heart and mind in times of great strife.  

Last, but in no way least, comes the willing depths of the Muse Beloved, or the 

otherwise known Dark Goddess. She is the courageous guide of the underworld, death 

midwife, transformational collaborator, and soul guide.  The Muse places mystery on the 

altar – both hers and that of the pulse of all existence. She asks herself “to continuously 

surrender and sacrifice (…) old ways while giving birth to the never-before seen” 

(Plotkin 99). Through her imaginative wisdom, she is called down into the well of her 

own being, and only there can she uncover the unknown and mysterious shadows that 

rest in the fruitful darkness.  When living from her wholeness she is unafraid of herself, 
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standing as guide to the mythopoeic place within, to “the truth at the center of the image 

of [she was] born with” (Whyte, “All the True Vows). 

Like all other facets, and especially in the exceedingly pragmatic reality so many 

are conditioned into, the Muse Beloved is often lost in a world that fears her 

transformative depths.  When living from a place of survival and protective strategy, the 

lost Muse may embody extreme literalism and reductionist thinking. She may be bored 

and detached, lacking intimacy with and curiosity for the world within and without. 

These protective strategies safeguard her from risky questions, insight into self, and the 

guidance awaiting her in mystery. And still it is she, the Muse Beloved, who 

accompanied by her confidants and other facets of wholeness, articulates a system of 

delivery of soul’s image into the world representing one’s unique and sacred root. She 

“imagines possible futures that resonate with our deepest potentials” (Plotkin 242). And 

as the Muse does not fear the darkness, nor deem it at as threatening, she bares boundless 

courage in the face of mysterious, uncertain, and transformative times.    

Each facet carries unique gifts needed to usher every human psyche through a 

world in uproar, and towards a generative, full-feeling, conscious, and transformative 

existence.  Although, as Dr. Estés explains, a woman living and breathing from such wild 

wholeness, which includes every named voice and facet, is an endangered species. Her 

wholeness has been “plundered or burnt” (Estés 1) as modernity carries weapons rife 

with trauma and wounding that fragment such integral facets, while systemically isolating 

facets from the ecological tapestry of other allied voices. Martyrdom, overt aggression, 

addiction, and superficial existence are obvious testimonies of the ways in which much of 

the human family is operating from the wounded consciousness of fragmented psyches. 

The ways in which the feminine is culturally “allowed” to embody aspects of the Great 
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Mother while numbing out the Wild Indigenous One, for example, creates isolation and 

severance from truly generative wholeness. And yet, what might emerge in the state of 

the cultural mind if met by the collective feminine psyche rebelling against the 

fragmented and isolated travesties placed upon it?  

Pulling into heart a world where more of our human kin live from a set of values 

that draw forth generative and nurturing action for self, all human and more-than-human 

beings, and the planet. Holding in the belly of the emotional body a world where all are 

welcome to feel the holy grief erupting from these times, while knowing that both they 

and the grief carried fundamentally belong and are welcome. Resting in the remembering 

of conscious human connection to the great cosmic turning, while leaving behind the 

need to escape the embodied world. Calling in courage for every human being to settle 

into the mystery and questions resting deeply within – “questions that can make or 

unmake a life” (Whyte, “Sometimes”).  Reviving such wholeness is an integral (not to be 

interpreted as only) step in re-awakening human consciousness so that we may shift out 

of our predatory nature towards the ecological web we so deeply belong to, and that 

which we have the given right to destruct or uphold.   

 

Conclusion 

While a great human voyage rests ahead, nurturing the instinctual and critical 

voices in the feminine psyche is a revolution of the mind, culture, and the earth itself – 

for the psyche of the feminine, and that of marginalized groups, holds an experience all 

too close to the fragmentation and degradation of the planet.  From her wholeness she 

remembers that like nature, she too is in an inseparable dance with the ecosystems of her 

own psyche, along with the ecosystems of the earth and universe.  Developing and 
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reviving wholeness is considered essential on the journey into oneself and into the world. 

It is from this wild wholeness that the gifts one lives to share can come forth in their most 

authentic form – reviving self and earth.  It calls us back home to the very rootedness in 

which we come from, back  “to our ancient heritage as guardians of the Earth, so that we 

may once again be present here, holding the Earth with our hearts and souls, as well as in 

our minds and hands” (Vaughan-Lee vii).  
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